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7th cent. BCE inscription on plaster unearthed near Jerusalem  

The onset of the preserved text goes like this: 

I will praise a sage Lord, 
   a solicitous God; 
angry at night, 
   relenting by day: 

 ,a sage Lord ,יהוה
   a solicitous God; 
angry at night, 
   relenting by day.  

Whose fury is a desert 
   like the squall of a storm, 
and whose waft is favorable 
   like a morning breeze; 

Whose rage is a flood, 
    his anger unopposable; 
a reverser of mood, 
   his disposition changes. 

The weight of whose arm 
   the heavens cannot bear; 
whose hand is gentle, 
   it saves the dying:  

 the weight of whose arm ,יהוה
   the heavens cannot bear; 
whose hand is gentle, 
   it saves the dying. 

The inscription goes on to narrate a slice of life of a pious individual who encounters the full force of 
divine rejection. Though he is more dead than alive, more desperate than hopeful, a reversal follows. 
The arbiter of his destiny restores his fortunes. The plot recalls the book of Job; the substance of any 
number of biblical psalms; more distantly, the arc of Israel’s past, present, and future as outlined in 
Isaiah 40:1-11; Jer 31:15-17; and Ezek 37:1-14. The theology recalls that of Nahum 1:2-8; 1 Sam 2:3b-8; 
Job 5:14; Prov 3:11-12; Hos 6:1; and Deut 8:2-3, 5.  

Okay, I made up the part that a text like the above was found near Jerusalem.  

It was found on clay tablets unearthed in excavations at Nineveh, Assur, Babylon, Sippar, and Sultantepe 
over the course of the last hundred years.  Replace יהוה with “Marduk,” and you have it.  

The text is referred to as Ludlul, after its first word, the encomiastic “Let me praise” – compare the 
classical “Let us now praise famous men.”  



It is praise of a God who raises up the one he brings low. Just as insistently, the text gives voice to the 
sufferer’s bewilderment in media res. It is composed in standard Babylonian verse. Together with Alan 
Lenzi’s forthcoming commentary based thereon, the following edition of Ludlul will be indispensable for 
the foreseeable future: 

Amar Annus and Alan Lenzi, Ludlul bel nemeqi: The Standard Babylonian Poem of the Righteous Sufferer. 
SAACT 7; PFFAR 2; NATCP. Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2010. For the TOC, go here. 

This edition of Ludlul includes lines not found in earlier editions. It features a general introduction; an 
introduction to the manuscripts on which the edition is based; a bibliography; a representation of the 
edition’s eclectic text in cuneiform, in transliteration with a comprehensive textual apparatus in calce; a 
translation; a list of logograms and their readings; a Babylonian-English glossary; an index of PNs, GNs, 
and DNs; a sign list.  

A few critical comments.  

It is true that Ludlul is not a theodicy in the sense of a sustained argument on behalf of divine justice. 
But the composition, in the programmatic onset and through the vehicle of the plot, describes an 
intelligible theology (contra ix, note 1). The “alien work” of the divine, to borrow a phrase from Isaiah 
28, is thought of in Ludlul as provisory. A happy ending awaits, proof of divine solicitude.  

Ludlul does not contain the earliest recorded statement of “seminal agnosticism” (contra xxi). That is, 
Ludlul is not agnostic in the sense of claiming to not know whether God or the gods exist. Rather, Ludlul 
II 33-38 dwells on an individual’s inability to fathom, in the jaws of suffering, divine purpose – an 
inability, one suspects, as old as homo sapiens. The same inability is expressed in Job 28.  

There are drawbacks to this edition, which Lenzi might correct in his commentary.  

(1) The Babylonian text is not presented in normalized form. This makes it impossible to make out 
in full the phonological parallelisms Lenzi highlights in the general introduction (xxxii). It also 
leaves questions unanswered, such as: does the composition begin as follows: Ludlul belum 
nemeqi (per AA, gg, according to Lenzi), Ludlul belu nemeqi (as I would read AA and gg, with 
George), or Ludlul bel nemeqi (as usually reconstructed)? 

(2) Ludlul is poetry, and it unwinds according to regularities that have received sustained attention 
by Assyriologists. It would be helpful to format the text in accordance with an understanding of 
poetic structure.  

The first twelve lines of the poem may serve as an example. The lineation is that of the text itself; the 
mid-line caesura is inferred. Sound rhymes are highlighted. Prosodic word stress is marked. Prosodic 
word counts and syllable counts are given. The former are highly constrained; the latter, less so. A line 
consists of two half-lines; a half-line contains 2 to 3 prosodic words and 4 to 8 syllables; lines occur in 
pairs (1-2; 3-4; 5-6; 7-8; 9-10; 11-12); pairs occur in pairs (1-4; 5-8; 9-12). Notation designed to highlight 
(aspects of) the dynamics of parallelism across half-lines, lines, and pairs of lines is provided.  The 
regularities of Babylonian poetry instantiate less variety than those of ancient Hebrew poetry, but the 
similarities are striking. 

1 Lúdlul b lu n meqi  3|2 7:5 xa¹b¹ 

    lum mušt  lum      a²b² 
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2  ziz m  ši   2|2 4:5   a¹b¹ 
       ššir  rri      a²b² 

3     uk b lu n meqi  3|2 7:5 Y¹a¹b¹ 

    lum mušt  lum      a²b² 

4  ziz m  ši   2|2 4:5   a¹b¹ 
       šš    rri      a²b² 
________________________________________________________________________ 

5 ša    ma   mi meḫ   3|2 7:5 X¹a¹b¹c¹  
        ug           D¹e¹  

6 u k     nit š   ti  2|2 7:4 ya²b²c²  
   z qšu    bu       e²d² 

7 u  ššu l  maḫ  r  2|2 6:5 E²d³ 
   ab  bu r  bšu       D²E³  

8      ḫḫir  a  ssu  2|2 6:6 a¹b¹ 
   kab ttašu t rat      b²a² 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

9 ša   kbat qat  šu  2|2 6:7 X²a¹b¹ 
   l  in ššu šam  ’        c¹d¹ 

10 r ttuš rabb  ti    2|2 5:5 b²a² 
   uk ššu m  ta        c²d²    

11   rduk ša     at qat  š  3|2 8:7 Y²X³ a¹b¹ 
   l  in šš  ša   ’  

12 r    š ra     i    2|2 5:5 b²a² 
   uk šš  m   a        c²d²    
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 



 

 

 

   

 

 


